Introducing
The healthcare industry’s first SaaS supply chain visibility platform
to enable greater collaboration across the health system
Exceptional visibility into the movement of vital product:
Lowers costs
Increases confidence
Enables better patient care

But when visibility is poor, the facts are clear:

74% of clinicians

are spending time tracking the status of PPI orders,
and half of these are investing four or more hours a week doing so

76% of clinicians

don’t know if product will arrive in time for a scheduled procedure

84% of clinicians

have seen procedures delayed due to backorders in the last 12 months

Fortunately,
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Take a closer look at
reconciles siloed data between
suppliers, carriers and providers
By providing stakeholders with insight into order status
and movement of vital product from manufacturer to
point of patient care, VPL View:
Improves operational efficiencies
Mitigates risk
Increases confidence in the supply chain

features track-and-trace
capabilities and proactive alerts
This makes it easy for buyers, supply chain
coordinators and clinicians to:
See the quantity shipped
Know when and where it will arrive
Spend less time tracking product

is exceptionally innovative and incredibly easy to adopt
It not only offers an immediate ROI, it also:
Reduces the long-term impact of disruptions
Helps ensure health systems are able to maintain a supply of critical products
Allows you to lower the cost of care and focus on delivering better patient outcomes

Let us show you how VPL View can make
a dramatic difference to your bottom line.
Contact us at 614.407.7300 to schedule a demo.
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